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CS 1998 Project 6
Due Sunday 11/18, 11:59pm

The Problem 
This week we learned how to create a networking API within our iOS applications. Now, we can 
finally move away from hardcoding our data and start to incorporate real data into our apps. For this 
week, your task is to create a Recipe App. 


Recipe API: 

We are not hardcoding recipes. Instead, we will be using the API provided by Recipe Puppy. You 
should use the Codable and Alamofire modules to help you make requests and parse out the 
responses from this API.


Recipe Puppy’s API allows you to query by both ingredients (parameter i) and normal search 
(parameter q). The ingredients parameter searches recipes by ingredients and the normal search 
parameter searches recipes by title. A basic implementation of the app should pick at least one of 
these parameters to search by. 


For example, if you choose to query by ingredients and a user types in eggplant, all recipes 
including the ingredient eggplant should be shown in the results. If you choose to query by normal 
search and a user types in omelet, all recipes with omelet in the title should be returned. 


Here is an example query url: http://www.recipepuppy.com/api/?i=onions,garlic&q=omelet. If you 
type this url into the browser, you’ll see results similar to Figure 1. Try playing around with different 
query parameters to familiarize yourself with the Recipe Puppy API!
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Figure 1: Example Recipe Puppy Query 
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http://www.recipepuppy.com/about/api/
http://www.recipepuppy.com/api/?i=onions,garlic&q=omelet
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Requirements: 

All of the UI code has already been completed and provided to you. Your goal is to fill in the 
functions in NetworkManager.swift and then call those functions in SearchViewController.swift. 
Every place where you need to write in some code is marked with a // TODO comment so make 
sure you fill out every place there is a TODO comment. (Note: You can go to Find -> Find in 
Workspace -> search for “// TODO”). There are a total of 5 TODO’s. We suggest you complete the 
TODO’s in NetworkManager.swift and then doing the TODO’s in SearchViewController.swift


The app currently has a search bar at the top. Your job is to add the ability to search for recipes by 
making network calls to the Recipe Puppy API. When the app initially launches, the user should see 
a search bar and a blank view below. 


If you complete all the TODO’s correctly, you should be able to run the application, enter some text 
into the search bar, and then see your table view populated with different recipes. 

Example Screenshots  
Feel free to customize your app however you see fit as long as you include the requirements above! 
Some example screenshots to get you started on the idea of the app are shown below.
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Figure 2: Initial View Figure 3: Search View
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Challenge Problems 
Below are a set of extra features you could add to your app. They are given in order of ascending 
difficulty.


Challenge #1: Include images on the recipe cells for recipes that have images. 


Challenge #2: Recipe Puppy API responses also include links for each recipe to view the recipe 
online. Show these links on the cells and allow the user to click/follow the link from within the app 
(reference: UITextView). 


Challenge #3: Add querying by both ingredients and recipe title. Have a tab bar that switches 
between the option of querying between the two types. When the tab bar is switched to a current 
query type, the results should only show for that type. 


Challenge #4: Allow for a user to search for multiple ingredients at the same time (maybe via 
spaces or commas separating ingredients in the search text). If you add this extension, you should 
only be making one request to Recipe Puppy for the ingredient search (check their API for how to 
add in multiple ingredients in one request). 


Reference 
For this project, you’ll need to figure out a few things on your own. One of the best ways to do this 
is to be able to lookup the class references of any class you need to learn more about. Some that 
may be particularly useful are:


• Lesson 6 + Demo Code

• Alamofire

• UISearchController 

• UITableView

• UITextView


In addition, you may find it helpful to see the request JSON so you can figure out what you need to 
parse. An application that allows you to make requests and see their corresponding JSON is called 
Postman. Use it as you like.
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https://www.getpostman.com/

